
The TC-RO 1155 E router is a handy, powerful tool and an indispensable source of help for ambitious DIY enthusiasts on numerous routing jobs. The

routing depth can be quickly selected by means of a multi-setting turret stop, with fine settings possible using a precision adjustment facility. A chip

shield provides additional safety during operation.

Router

TC-RO 1155 E
Item No.: 4350470

Ident No.: 11025

Bar Code: 4006825580143

Features & Benefits
Multi-setting turret stop-

Spindle lock-

Electronic speed control-

Infinitely adjustable routing depth with fine adjustment-

Clamp 6 and 8 mm-

Parallel stop-

Compass point-

Copy sleeve-

Dust extraction adapter-

Cutter change tool-

Plastic insert protects the workpiece surface-

Chip shield-

Technical Data
- Mains supply 230-240 V  |  50 Hz

- Power 1100 W

- Idle speed 11000  -  30000 min^-1

- Stroke height 55 mm

- Moulding cutter max. 30 mm

- Clamping device 6 + 8 mm

Logistic Data
- Product weight 3 kg

- Gross weight single packaging 4.15 kg

- Dimensions single packaging 287 x 144 x 230 mm

- Pieces per export carton 4 Pieces

- Gross weight export carton 17.5 kg

- Dimensions export carton 600 x 300 x 245 mm

- Container quantity (20"/40"/40"HC) 2376 | 4896 | 5440
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Available as special accessories

Fräsersatz 8 mm 15 pcs.
Oberfräsen-Zubehör
Item No.: 49757291
Bar Code: 4009317572916
Einhell Accessory

Router Guide Rail Adapter
Router Accessory
Item No.: 4350420
Bar Code: 4006825673579
Einhell Accessory
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